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What we will cover

u What is the 2/20 rule?
• Why use it?
• Applying the rule step-by-step

u Plain language basics
u Working around “legalese” 



What is the 2/20 Rule?

u 2 syllables or less per 
word
• Count by clapping

u 20 words or less per 
sentence
• Count each word: 

• hyphenated word =1
• abbreviation =1



Why use it?

u Short sentences and simple words are:
• Easy to understand
• Do not use:

• Medical jargon
• Legal jargon
• Business jargon

• How you talk to people who don’t understand



Why I do this:

u Confusion in health care
u Work with diverse populations
u Need to find an easy way
u Special needs child
u Sisu (Finnish stoicism)



“

”

But you can’t make 
everything plain. 
Right?



“

”

Anything that can be 
said, can be said in 
plain language.

Carol Simila



How to apply the 2/20 Rule:

• Identify words with 3 or more syllables (also known as long 
words)

Step 1:

• Identify sentences with more than 20 words (a.k.a. run-on 
sentences)

Step 2:

• Replace long words with short words

Step 3:

• Shorten sentences with more than 20 words

Step 4:



The 2/20 rule, step-by-step
Sample 1: Post-graduate reading level (grade 18) per Flesch-
Kincaid



Sample 1

Readability formulas are often 
used to guide the development 
and evaluation of literacy-
sensitive written health 
information. However, 
readability formula results may 
vary considerably as a result of 
differences in software 
processing algorithms and how 
each formula is applied. These 
variations complicate 
interpretations of reading grade 
level estimates, particularly 
without a uniform guideline for 
applying and interpreting 
readability formulas.

Circle the long words
Underline the long 
sentences



1. Identify words with 3 or more syllables.

Readability formulas are often used to guide the 
development and evaluation of literacy-sensitive
written health information. However, readability 
formula results may vary considerably as a result 
of differences in software processing algorithms 
and how each formula is applied. These variations
complicate interpretations of reading grade level 
estimates, particularly without a uniform guideline 
for applying and interpreting readability formulas.



2. Identify sentences with more than 20 words.

Readability formulas are often used to guide the development and 
evaluation of literacy-sensitive written health information. (16)

However, readability formula results may vary considerably as 
a result of differences in software processing algorithms and 
how each formula is applied.  (23)

These variations complicate interpretations of reading grade level 
estimates, particularly without a uniform guideline for applying and 
interpreting readability formulas. (20)



3. Replace long words 
with short words.

Readability formulas are often 
used to guide the development
and evaluation of literacy-
sensitive written health 
information. However, 
readability formula results may 
vary considerably as a result of 
differences in software 
processing algorithms and how 
each formula is applied. These
variations complicate 
interpretations of reading grade 
level estimates, particularly 
without a uniform guideline for 
applying and interpreting 
readability formulas.

How would you do it?



3. Replace long words with short words.

Readability
formulas are 
often used to 
guide the 
development
and 
evaluation of 
literacy-
sensitive
written health 
information. 

Readability Reading 
level

formulas tools

development making

evaluation rating

literacy-
sensitive 

easy-to-
read

information information

Reading level 
tools are often 
used to guide 
the making
and rating of
easy-to-read 
written health 
information.



3. Replace long words with short words.

However, 
readability 
formula results 
may vary 
considerably 
as a result of 
differences in 
software 
processing 
algorithms and 
how each 
formula is 
applied.

But reading 
level tool 
results may 
vary a lot as a 
result of 
different 
models and 
how each tool 
is applied. 

However But

readability 
formula 

reading 
level tool

considerably a lot

differences in different

software processing 
algorithms models

formula tool



3. Replace long words with short words.

These
variations 
complicate 
interpretations 
of reading 
grade level 
estimates, 
particularly 
without...

This muddles 
understanding 
of reading 
grade level 
measures, 
because there 
is not…

These 
variations This

complicate muddles

interpretation
s understanding

estimates measures

particularly 
without

because there is 
not



3. Replace long words with short words.

…a uniform
guideline for 
applying and 
interpreting 
readability 
formulas.

an exact 
guideline for 
using and 
understanding 
reading level 
tools.

uniform exact

applying using

interpreting understanding

Readability reading 
level

formulas tools



4. Shorten 
sentences. 

Reading level tools are often 
used to guide the making and 
rating of easy-to-read written
health information. (17)
But reading level tool results 
may vary a lot as a result of 
different models and how each 
tool is applied. (21)
This muddles understanding 
of reading grade level 
measures, because there is 
not an exact guideline for 
using and understanding 
reading level tools. (22)

Where can they be broken up 
without changing the 
meaning?
Can any run-on sentences be 
made into bullets?
Remove passive voice and 
complex sentence structures



4. Shorten sentences.
u Reading level tools are often 

used to guide the making and 
rating of easy-to-read written
health information. (17)

u But reading level tool results 
may vary a lot as a result of 
different models and how each 
tool is applied. (21)

u This muddles understanding 
of reading grade level 
measures, because there is 
not an exact guideline for 
using and understanding 
reading level tools. (22)

u Reading level tools help us 
write and rate health 
information so that it is easy to 
read. (17)

u But results may vary a lot 
because of different models 
and how we use them. (15)

u This can be confusing, since 
there is no exact guide to using 
and understanding these tools. 
(16)



The results: A better text

u Reading level tools help us write and rate health 
information so that it is easy to read.

u But results may vary a lot because of different models and 
how we use them.

u This can be confusing, since there is no exact guide to 
using and understanding these tools.



Compare: Before and after the 2/20 Rule

Before (grade 18)
Readability formulas are often used 
to guide the development and 
evaluation of literacy-sensitive 
written health information. However, 
readability formula results may vary 
considerably as a result of 
differences in software processing 
algorithms and how each formula is 
applied. These variations complicate 
interpretations of reading grade level 
estimates, particularly without a 
uniform guideline for applying and 
interpreting readability formulas.

After (grade 4)
Reading level tools help us write and 
rate health information so that it is 
easy to read. But results may vary a 
lot because of different models and 
how we use them. This can be 
confusing, since there is no exact 
guide to using and understanding 
these tools.



Plain language basics
Making sure your writing follows the 2/20 Rule



Get to the point: Write for your customers and 
their interests

• Their benefits, what to do, and their 
rightsPatients

• How to get the patient’s needs met, 
and rightsCaregivers

• That patients know the basics about 
their health careProviders

• That patients know about their health 
needsAdvocates

• That patients can get their needs metCommunity 
partners



What helps get to plain language?

u Laws mandating plain language at the 6th grade reading 
level

u Focus groups
u Talking to people with early English skills
u Best practices
u Suitable material



What measuring tool to use?

u Flesch-Kincaid is the most common
• For ratings above grade 6 reading level, apply the 2/20 

Rule
u SMOG is the most consistent, per University of Oklahoma 

College of Pharmacy study in Science Direct (2013)
u Any tool you use will need additional input due to possible 

distortions



What causes distortions in readability scores?

u Some causes:
• Hyperlinks
• Formatting
• Missing punctuation
• Acronyms
• Long numbers, including dates and IDs

u Any others?
u How can you avoid distortion?



What are the barriers?

u “Nice to know” vs. “Need to know”
u Status quo and inertia
u Lack of community input
u Indifference
u Ego
u Fear
u The legal department



Plain language vs. “legalese”
Can you work with the legal department on plain language?



What is “legalese”?

As required by Section 673(2) of 
the Omnibus Budget 
Reconciliation Act (OBRA) of 1981 
(42 U.S.C. 9902(2)), the 
Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) updates the 
poverty guidelines at least 
annually and by law these updates 
are applied to eligibility criteria for 
programs such as Medicaid and 
the Children’s Health Insurance 
Program (CHIP). These annual 
updates increase the Census 
Bureau’s current official poverty 
thresholds by the relevant 
percentage change in the 
Consumer Price Index for All 
Urban Consumers (CPI–U).

The formal and technical 
language of legal 
documents that is often 
hard to understand.
(Oxford English Dictionary)



Why is it used?

u In consumer materials, legal writing is often used to 
accurately communicate rights and responsibilities as 
stated in federal, state or other local laws.

u The legal experts may not be the problem!
u Other approvers may fear changing the language 

because…
• “It’s always been this way”
• “It’s legally required”
• “Legal told us it has to say this”



Working together toward plain language

u Edit legal writing for plain language
u Have subject matter experts review for accuracy
u If experts fear changing the legal language:

• Ask for your legal department to review for accuracy
• Know and cite federal, state and local readability laws



Federal law for Medicaid member material:

42 CFR 438.10 (c) Basic rules.
(1) Each State, enrollment broker, MCO, PIHP, PAHP, 
PCCM, and PCCM entity must provide all required 
information in this section to enrollees and potential 
enrollees in a manner and format that may be easily 
understood and is readily accessible by such 
enrollees and potential enrollees.



Resources
www.plainlanguage.gov: Go to Resources>Content Types, 
then Plain Language in the Legal Profession

http://www.plainlanguage.gov/


Plain language working at CMS
Post-graduate reading level (grade 22) per Flesch-Kincaid



Sample 2

The Open Door Initiative is a program based on a simple and 
fresh attitude: that the CMS desires to better hear and interact 
with those beneficiaries, providers, and other stakeholders 
interested in the delivery of quality healthcare for our nation’s 
seniors and beneficiaries with disabilities. This increased 
emphasis on responsiveness is captured through an ongoing 
series of ‘Open Door Forums’ that provide a dialogue about 
both the many individual service areas and beneficiary needs 
within CMS.



Applying the 2/20 
Rule

The Open Door Initiative is a 
program based on a simple and 
fresh attitude: that the CMS 
desires to better hear and interact
with those beneficiaries, 
providers, and other 
stakeholders interested in the 
delivery of quality healthcare for 
our nation’s seniors and 
beneficiaries with disabilities. 
This increased emphasis on 
responsiveness is captured 
through an ongoing series of 
‘Open Door Forums’ that provide a 
dialogue about both the many 
individual service areas and 
beneficiary needs within CMS.

Words with more than 2 
syllables
Sentences with more than 
20 words



Compare: Before and after, as written by CMS

Before (grade 22)
The Open Door Initiative is a 
program based on a simple and 
fresh attitude: that the CMS desires 
to better hear and interact with those 
beneficiaries, providers, and other 
stakeholders interested in the 
delivery of quality healthcare for our 
nation’s seniors and beneficiaries 
with disabilities. This increased 
emphasis on responsiveness is 
captured through an ongoing series 
of ‘Open Door Forums’ that provide a 
dialogue about both the many 
individual service areas and 
beneficiary needs within CMS.

After (grade 3)
We want to hear from you! 
Help us improve our service to you. 
Attend an Open Door forum near 
you. For information about upcoming 
forums, visit cms.gov. 

http://cms.gov/


Thank you for your attention!
Carol Simila, M.Ed.
Carol.Simila@comcast.net
Oregon Health Authority
Client Communications Coordinator

mailto:Carol.Simila@comcast.net


Questions?
Carol Simila, M.Ed.
Client Communications Coordinator
OREGON HEALTH AUTHORITY
Desk: 503-945-8837
Carol.Simila@dhsoha.state.or.us
OHP.Oregon.gov

mailto:Carol.Simila@dhsoha.state.or.us

